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Although the medial temporal lobes (MTLs) are critical for both item memory (IM) and source memory
(SM), the lateral prefrontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex play a greater role during SM than IM. It is
unclear, however, how these differences translate into shared and distinct IM versus SM network com-
ponents and how these network components vary with age. Within a sample of younger adults (YAs; n ¼
15, Mage ¼ 19.5 years) and older adults (OAs; n ¼ 40, Mage ¼ 68.6 years), we investigated the functional
networks underlying IM and SM. Before functional MRI scanning, participants encoded nouns while
making either pleasantness or size judgments. During functional MRI scanning, participants completed
IM and SM retrieval tasks. We found that MTL nodes were similarly interconnected among each other
during both IM and SM (shared network components) but maintained more intermodule connections
during SM (distinct network components). Also, during SM, OAs (compared to YAs) had MTL nodes with
more widespread connections. These findings provide a novel viewpoint on neural mechanism differ-
ences underlying IM versus SM in YAs and OAs.

� 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Abundant evidence supports the distinction between 2 funda-
mental forms of episodic memoryditem memory (IM) and source
memory (SM) (for reviews, see Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Skinner
and Fernandes, 2007; Vilberg and Rugg, 2008; Wais, 2008;
Wixted, 2007). IM refers to the memory for what happened,
which in the laboratory corresponds to the memory for specific
experimental stimuli (e.g., that I had met this person). In contrast,
SM refers to the memory for where, when, and how an event
happened, which in the laboratory corresponds to the memory for
spatial, temporal, semantic, and/or perceptual contexts of experi-
mental stimuli (e.g., the location where I met this person).
Considerable research investigating the neural correlates of IM and
SM has suggested that both IM and SM are dependent on themedial
temporal lobes (MTLs), whereas SM (compared to IM) is additionally
more dependent on the lateral prefrontal cortex (LatPFC) and pos-
terior parietal cortex (PPC; for a review, see Mitchell and Johnson,
2009).
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The observation that both IM and SM recruit MTL regions (e.g.,
Davachi et al., 2003; Hayes et al., 2011; Staresina and Davachi, 2008,
2009), whereas SM typically also recruits LatPFC and PPC (e.g.,
Cabeza et al., 2008; Dobbins et al., 2003; Giovanello and Schacter,
2012; Hayes et al., 2011; Kim, 2013; Spaniol et al., 2009; Vilberg
and Rugg, 2007; Wheeler and Buckner, 2004), is largely based on
univariate activation analyses. Although these studies have pro-
vided important information on the neural correlates of IM and SM,
a critical limitation of univariate activation analyses is that they
only identify the contributions of individual, encapsulated regions
without reference to how those regions are situated within the
larger system. That is, the activations of individual brain regions tell
only part of the story because any cognitive process, including
memory, depends not only on individual regions but also on how
brain regions interact with each other (Telesford et al., 2011; van
den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013). For example, LatPFC and PPC re-
gions recruited during SM are assumed to interact very closely with
the MTL (for a review, see Mitchell and Johnson, 2009). Thus, the
difference between SM and IM may not merely be that SM requires
additional LatPFC and PPC recruitment but also that these specific
regions interact with other network components, such as the MTL.
Indeed, preliminary evidence indicates that during SM, MTL regions
are functionally connected to LatPFC and PPC (e.g., Foster et al.,
2016; McCormick et al., 2010), but this literature is limited in that
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past studies have almost exclusively examined bivariate functional
connectivity. A more complete description of the functional con-
nectivity patterns underlying IM and SM may be derived from
multivariate functional connectivity analyses, which allow for the
examination of complex, whole-brain functional networks under-
lying cognition.

This investigation is especially relevant within the study of
cognitive aging, where age-related memory deficits are about twice
as large in SM than in IM (Spencer and Raz, 1995). Indeed, these age-
related differences in SM appear to be associated with changes in the
neural correlates of SM, where, in general, older adults (OAs)
compared to younger adults (YAs) exhibit increased LatPFC and PPC
activation during SM (Dulas and Duarte, 2012; Leshikar et al., 2010;
Spaniol and Grady, 2012). However, like the studies within YAs,
these findings were predominantly based on univariate activation
analyses. A preliminary functional connectivity study demonstrated
that during SM, OAs (compared to YAs) exhibited greater functional
connectivity between the hippocampus (HC) and prefrontal cortex,
whereas YAs (compared to OAs) exhibited greater functional con-
nectivity between the HC and posterior occipitotemporal regions
(Dennis et al., 2008), but this study only examined bivariate func-
tional connectivity. As such, this analysis relied on connectivity pat-
terns centered around the HCdan important region but nonetheless
only one brain region. It remains unknown how large-scale func-
tional networks vary with age during IM and SM.

Here, we used graph theoretical-multivariate functional con-
nectivity analyses to examine in a sample of YAs and OAs the
functional networks underlying IM and SM.We characterized these
connectivity patterns with graph metrics estimated from functional
whole-brain networks (for reviews, see Bullmore and Sporns, 2009;
van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013). A functional brain network
comprises brain regions (known as nodes) and the functional in-
teractions between brain regions (known as edges). Graph metrics
allow for the characterization of complex patterns of interactions in
the network. We specifically examined IM compared to SM shared
and distinctMTL functional connectivity patterns irrespective of age
and also by comparing YAs and OAs. Although univariate activation
analyses have identified shared and distinct activation patterns
between IM and SM (e.g., Giovanello and Schacter, 2012; Hayes
et al., 2011; Spaniol et al., 2009; Vilberg and Rugg, 2007), this is
the first study, to our knowledge, to characterize these components
within a whole-brain functional network framework.

In particular, we focused on the graph metric of modularity,
which identifies, in a data-driven manner, regions (or nodes) that
form tightly interconnected subgroups (i.e., modules; for reviews,
seeMi�si�c and Sporns, 2016; Sporns and Betzel, 2016; Telesford et al.,
2011). Modules do not function in isolation, and both the links
between modules and the links within modules contribute to
cognition (Cohen and D’Esposito, 2016; Davis et al., 2017; Grady
et al., 2016; Stanley and Brigard, 2016). Several recent studies
have demonstrated that modular properties of brain networks shift
in response to cognitive demands of the environment (e.g., Cohen
and D’Esposito, 2016; Geib et al., 2017a; Monge et al., 2018) and
change across the lifespan (e.g., Betzel et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2014,
2017; Gallen et al., 2016; Geerligs et al., 2015; Grady et al., 2016;
Monge et al., 2017), making the investigation of these properties
worth studying in cognitive aging. To our knowledge, no study has
investigated the functional-modular topology underlying IM
and SM.

In the present study, before scanning, YAs and OAs encoded
concrete words while making either pleasantness or size judg-
ments (to serve as the source). During functional MRI (fMRI)
scanning, memory for the studied words was tested in separate IM
and SM retrieval tests, and network analyses were used to char-
acterize the functional network topology of the IM and SM
networks. Our overarching goal was to characterize, both irre-
spective of age and accounting for age-related differences, the
functional network topology of the IM and SM networks. We had 3
main predictions. First, based on evidence that both IM and SM are
dependent on theMTL, whereas SM also depends on the LatPFC and
PPC (for a review, see Mitchell and Johnson, 2009), we predicted
that MTL module-inside functional connections would be similar for
the IM and SM networks (shared network components), whereas MTL
module-outside functional connections, particularly between the HC
and LatPFC/PPC, would be stronger for SM than IM (distinct network
components; first prediction). Second, based on work demon-
strating that a more integrated functional network is associated
with better performance on more complex cognitive tasks (e.g.,
Backus et al., 2016; Barbey, 2018; Geib et al., 2017a,b; Grady et al.,
2016; Meunier et al., 2014; Monge et al., 2017; Stanley et al.,
2015; van den Heuvel et al., 2009), we predicted that controlling
for age group, within the SM network, a greater proportion of MTL
module-outside than MTL module-inside connections would be asso-
ciated with better SM task performance (second prediction). Third,
based on evidence that increased age is associated with (1) a
greater decline in SM than IM (for a review, see Spencer and Raz,
1995) and (2) increased SM-related brain activity (Dulas and
Duarte, 2012; Leshikar et al., 2010; Spaniol and Grady, 2012), we
predicted that in the SM network, OAs (compared to YAs)would show
more MTL module-outside than MTL module-inside connections (third
prediction).

2. Methods

2.1. Study sample

A total of 16 healthy YAs and 52 healthy OAs completed all
sessions of our study. All participants were right-handed and native
English speakers. The YAs and OAs were screened via a self-report
questionnaire for neurological and psychiatric conditions, and the
OAs were additionally screened via the modified Mini-Mental State
Examination (exclusion criterion score <27; Bravo and Hébert,
1997; Folstein et al., 1975) for possible cognitive dysfunction.
Based on these criteria, no exclusions were necessary. However, 1
YA and 12 OAs were excluded from our analyses for at least one of
the following reasons: computer-related error during encoding,
scanner-related malfunction, excessive head motion during the
fMRI session (several “spikes” of movement in any direction greater
than 3 mm), missing data, and/or MTL nodes becoming severely
fractured after thresholding their connectivitymatrices (see Section
2.5 for more details). This left a study sample of 15 YAs and 40 OAs.
The YAs were 18e22 years old (M ¼ 19.5, standard deviation [SD] ¼
1.3) and the OAs were 61e87 years old (M ¼ 68.6, SD ¼ 6.4). The
Duke University Institutional Review Board approved all experi-
mental procedures, and participants provided informed consent
before testing.

2.2. IM and SM tasks

2.2.1. Encoding
Outside of the scanner, participants intentionally studied 440

English words (e.g., man, watch, jar). Stimuli were presented in
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), and stimulus presentation
was on a 19-inch computermonitor, displayed in black font on a gray
background for 3 seconds with a 1-second intertrial interval. Words
had normative word frequencies in the lexicon of 5e15 per million
(M¼ 8.8, SD¼ 3.1) and amean length of 7.1 (SD¼ 2.3) letters (Francis
and Kucera, 1967). On half of trials, participants made “pleasant/
unpleasant” judgments and the other half “bigger/smaller than a
shoebox” judgments. Participants were asked to make these
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judgments to later test the context inwhich thewordwas presented
(i.e., SM). The words were presented within 4 encoding lists, which
each consisted of 50words presented twice and 40words presented
4 times (total of 260 trials per encoding list). For eachparticipant, the
words presented within each encoding list were randomly gener-
ated. Participants intentionally encoded both the words and the
judgment associated with each word, and they were aware that
some of the words would be repeated. Before the scan session,
participants completed a short practice test (10 items) of the
encoding, IM retrieval, and SM retrieval tasks.

2.2.2. Retrieval
Approximately 15 minutes after the encoding phase, partici-

pants were placed in the MRI scanner and completed the retrieval
phase. Over 8 runs, participants completed 2 retrieval run typesd4
IM and 4 SM retrieval runs. During the IM retrieval runs, partici-
pants were presented words individually and made old/new re-
sponses on a 4-point confidence scaleddefinitely old, probably old,
probably new, and definitely new. For each IM run, participants
were presented 45 targets (studied words) and 20 lures (non-
studied words). During the SM retrieval runs, participants were
presented old words individually and made SM judgments on the
trial type in which the word was originally studied on a 4-point
scaleddefinitely pleasant/unpleasant, probably pleasant/unpleas-
ant, probably bigger/smaller than a shoebox, and definitely bigger/
smaller than a shoebox. Because participants were informed that all
words were previously presented during encoding, the SM task was
designed to only test the context in which the word was previously
studied (i.e., SM). For each SM run, participants were presented 45
studied words. All retrieval stimuli were presented for 3 seconds
followed by a jittered interstimulus interval (1e7 seconds) with a
white fixation cross on a black background. Stimuli were presented
with a mirror in the scanner head coil and a rear projection system.
Participants used a 4-key fiber-optic response box (Resonance
Technology, Inc) to make behavioral responses. Participants with
corrected vision used MRI-compatible lenses.

2.3. MRI data acquisition

A General Electric 3T Signa Excite HD short bore scanner and 8-
channel head coil were used to collect functional and anatomical
images. Coplanar functional images were acquired with an inverse
spiral sequence (64 � 64 matrix, repetition time [TR] ¼ 1700 ms,
echo time [TE] ¼ 31 ms, field of view [FOV] ¼ 240 mm, 37 slices,
3.8 mm slice thickness, 254 images) using a spiral-in gradient-echo
sequence (slice order ¼ interleaved, 64 � 64 matrix, TR ¼ 2000 ms,
TE¼27ms, sections¼34, thickness¼3.8mm, interscan spacing¼0,
flip angle ¼ 60�, SENSE reduction factor ¼ 2). Following, a high-
resolution spoiled gradient recalled series (1 mm sections covering
whole brain, interscan spacing¼ 0, matrix¼ 256� 256, flip angle¼
30�, TR¼ 2 ms, TE ¼ min full, FOV ¼ 19.2 cm) and a high-resolution
anatomical image using a 3D T1-weighted echo-planar sequence
(matrix¼256�256, TR¼12ms, TE¼5ms, FOV¼24cm, slices¼68,
slice thickness ¼ 1.9 mm, sections ¼ 248) were collected. Total scan
time, including breaks, was approximately 1 hour and 40 minutes.

2.4. fMRI analysis

2.4.1. Preprocessing
The first 4 images of each run were discarded to allow for

scanner equilibrium. The functional images were preprocessed
within an SPM12 (London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/)
pipeline. Briefly, functional images were slice timing corrected
(reference slice ¼ first slice), realigned to the first scan in the first
run, and subsequently unwarped. Following, the functional images
were coregistered to the skull-stripped T1 image (skull-stripped by
segmenting the T1 image and only including the gray matter, white
matter, and cerebrospinal fluid segments) and subsequently
normalized to Montreal Neurological Institiute space (voxel size
was maintained at 3.75 � 3.75 � 3.8 mm3). The functional images
were then spatially smoothed using an 8 mm Gaussian kernel. For
the functional images, we also ensured there were not any TRs with
excessive motion (relative to start of run motion >2.5 mm or de-
grees in any direction; Madden et al., 2017; Monge et al., 2017);
there were no TRs with excessive motion.

2.4.2. IM and SM network construction
To examine the functional network topology underlying IM and

SM, for each participant, we constructed separate IM and SM
functional connectivity matrices. The functional connectivity
matrices were constructed using a correlational psychophysiologi-
cal interaction approach (Fornito et al., 2012). Briefly, for each re-
gion of interest (ROI; i.e., node), the correlational
psychophysiological interaction relies on the calculation of a PPI
term, which is based on the product of (1) that ROI’s average time
course and (2) a task regressor of interest (i.e., the specified
experimental manipulation). For this study, the ROIs were derived
from the cortical, HC, and amygdala ROIs (separately for the left and
right hemispheres) of the Harvard-Oxford Probabilistic Atlas (a
total of 100 ROIs; Desikan et al., 2006). Although the choice of atlas
may influence the topological properties of a brain network
(Stanley et al., 2013), the Harvard-Oxford Atlas has been used in
many previous graph theoretical-functional connectivity studies
(e.g., Bassett et al., 2011; Cohen and D’Esposito, 2016; Wang et al.,
2011). For our study, we implemented this nodal partitioning
scheme to better differentiate and investigate subregions of the
MTL (6 MTL nodes), compared to the also commonly used auto-
mated anatomical labeling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002),
which only contains 4 MTL nodes. The task regressor was created
separately for the IM and SM runs, and it comprised a convolved
hemodynamic response with stick functions for remembered, high
confidence trials (i.e., high confidence hits); for this study, we only
examined hits because (1) many participants had too fewmiss trials
and (2) the goal of the study was to compare IM and SM to each
other. All other trial types were modeled but not used in the con-
nectivity analysis. This convolved task response vector was multi-
plied by the time course of each ROI within the appropriate run (IM
or SM) yielding for each run type a PPI term. For each run type, the
PPI term of each ROI was multiplied with the PPI term of every
other ROI yielding partial correlations between ROIs: rPPIi,PPIj.z,
where i and j represent example ROIs, and z represents the
controlled variance associated with the task regressor, the time
courses for regions i and j, constituent motion regressors (6 motion
parameters), the white matter time series regressor, and the cere-
brospinal fluid time series regressor. The white matter and cere-
brospinal fluid time series were derived from the white matter and
cerebrospinal fluid segments (for each segment, only including
voxels with greater than 99% probability of either including the
white matter or cerebrospinal fluid). This analysis yielded, for each
participant, 2 separate weighted, undirected functional connectiv-
ity matrices (100 � 100 nodes), representing the networks of
interestdan IM network and SM network.

2.4.3. IM and SM network modularity and graph metric analysis
A modularity analysis, using the Louvain algorithm (Blondel

et al., 2008; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010), was conducted to
examine the modular architecture of the IM and SM networks. For
the modularity analysis, first, we created participant-averaged IM-
and SM-weighted connectivity matrices. We then thresholded each
averaged connectivitymatrix to include only the strongest subset of

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
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connections (i.e., highest correlation coefficients) using a procedure
developed by Hayasaka and Laurienti (2010). Briefly, edge density
between the averaged IM and SM networks was matched using the
formula N ¼ KS, with N equal to the number of nodes, K equal to the
average degree, and S set to 2.0; this thresholding procedure yields
graphs with a density of 0.20. This method has been usefully
implemented in many different task-related network analyses of
fMRI data, and it provides a means of making different network
properties appropriately comparable between conditions (e.g.,
Stanley et al., 2014, 2015). This particular threshold (i.e., S ¼ 2.0)
was chosen for 2 main reasons. First, when S was set to a value
greater than 2.0, these networks severely fragmented, whichmakes
it difficult to interpret and compare the topological properties of
these networks. Second, prior research has indicated that when S is
equal to or between 2 and 3, brain networks tend to be more
reproducible (Telesford et al., 2013). Those edges between any 2
given nodes that met the threshold requirement were assigned a
value of 1, and all other edges were assigned a value of 0. This
resulted in 2 averaged, thresholded matricesdan averaged IM
adjacency matrix and averaged SM adjacency matrix.

For the averaged IM and SM adjacency matrices, we estimated
modularity using the Louvain algorithm. The Louvain algorithmwas
applied to each averaged, thresholded adjacency matrix 1000 times
(Geib et al., 2017a). The outputs of the Louvain algorithm modu-
larity analysis are the community partition (themodule assignment
for each node) and the Q-value. The Q-value indicates how well the
algorithm is able to segregate a network into modules, where
higher values indicate that a network has a more distinctive,
segregated modular architecture. The best partition, taken sepa-
rately for the IM and SM networks, was identified as the run that
produced the highest Q-value, and this partition was used for all
subsequent analyses. For the modularity analysis, all study partic-
ipants (n ¼ 55) were included. The only exception to this was when
testing our third prediction (see Section 3.4), in which we used age
groupespecific modules (similar to Chan et al., 2017). To estimate
participant-specific Q-values (see Section 3.4), the Louvain algo-
rithm was applied 1000 times to each participant’s unique
thresholded IM and SM adjacency matrices, and the run that pro-
duced the highest Q-value (separate for the IM and SM adjacency
matrices) was chosen as the participant’s Q-value. For nodes con-
tained within modules, we calculated the relative number of
outside- to inside-module connections by calculating the graph
metric participation coefficient (Guimera and Amaral, 2005); higher
values indicate more outside- than inside-module connections (i.e.,
a more integrated rather than segregated topology). It should be
noted that although participation coefficient may be calculated for
an individual node, this measure takes into consideration func-
tional connections throughout the entire network, as participation
coefficient is essentially the ratio of outside- to inside-module
connections. All graph metrics were calculated using scripts pub-
licly available within the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov and
Sporns, 2010).

2.5. Statistical testing

Participants’ behavior and graph metric measures were analyzed
with linear mixed effects models conducted within Statsmodels 0.6.1
(Seabold and Perktold, 2010) ran in Python 3.4.5 (Python Software
Foundation, https://www.python.org/). For behavior, to test our
second prediction (see Section 3.3), our main behavioral outcome
measure was scaled reaction time (RT; median RT/accuracy) to ac-
count for speed-accuracy tradeoffs (Boldini et al., 2007; Dosher,1976;
Horowitz and Wolfe, 2003; Madden et al., 2017; Smith and Brewer,
1995; Starns and Ratcliff, 2010; Townsend and Ashby, 1983). For
the graphmetric measures, linear mixed effects models were used to
assess interaction effects, and post hoc comparisons (for statistically
significant interactions) were examined using a modified permuta-
tion test (Simpson et al., 2013) in conjunction with the Jaccardized
Czekanowski index (Schubert, 2013; Schubert and Telcs, 2014) that
was created specifically for pair-wise comparisons in graph theoretic
brain network analyses. This procedurewas recently implemented to
investigate differences in the topological properties of task-related
brain networks between conditions of interest (Geib et al., 2017a,b;
Stanley et al., 2014).

For all analyses inwhich participant-specific graphmetrics were
estimated from participant-specific adjacency matrices, the
matrices were thresholded using the previously described pro-
cedure (see Section 2.4.3; Hayasaka and Laurienti, 2010). Because
we were specifically interested in the MTL, after thresholding, we
excluded participants in which 3 or more MTL nodes became
fractured from either the IM or SM network because it is difficult to
interpret and compare topological properties of brain networks
when some networks are fractured and others are not. Based on this
criterion, 1 YA and 2 OAs were excluded. We believe that the frac-
tured MTL nodes within these 3 participants may have been caused
by low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) within the MTL. Indeed, during
the IM runs, within the 3 excluded participants, the SNR within the
MTL (averaged across the 6 MTL ROIs) was below the sample
average. During the SM runs, within one of the excluded partici-
pants, the SNR within the MTL was below the sample average and,
within another excluded participant, the SNRwas below the sample
average in 2 MTL nodes. Also, for the analysis examining functional
connections between the HC, LatPFC and PPC (see Section 3.2),
nodes from the LatPFC included bilateral superior frontal gyri and
from the PPC included bilateral superior parietal lobule; we chose
these nodes because (1) previous work has identified the LatPFC
and PPC to be involved in SM (e.g., Giovanello and Schacter, 2012;
Hayes et al., 2011; Spaniol et al., 2009; Vilberg and Rugg, 2007),
and (2) we hypothesized that SM would be most dependent on
frontoparietal regions associated with top-down/executive func-
tion processing (Bunge et al., 2004; Cabeza et al., 2008; Dobbins
et al., 2002). Finally, for any analysis describing participation coef-
ficient results for a set of nodes (e.g., the 6MTL nodes), participation
coefficient was calculated for each node in the set and then aver-
aged across those nodes. BrainNet Viewer was used to overlay
results on a brain surface (Xia et al., 2013).

3. Results

3.1. IM and SM task performance

Participants’ task performance is reported in Table 1. Overall,
participants had lower accuracy on the SM than IM task (high con-
fidence IMM¼ 0.71, SD¼ 0.17 proportion of hits; high confidence SM
M ¼ 0.59, SD ¼ 0.17 proportion of hits; b ¼ �0.12, z ¼ 7.12, p <

0.0001). Also, participants responded faster on the IM than SM task
(high confidence IMM ¼ 1319.1 ms, SD ¼ 302.3 ms; high confidence
SMM ¼ 2080.2 ms, SD ¼ 528.1 ms; b ¼ 761.1, z ¼ 14.62, p < 0.0001).
Finally, scaled RTs were lower during the IM than SM task (high
confidence IMM ¼ 2078.2, SD ¼ 1011.8 ms; high confidence SMM ¼
4232.6 ms, SD ¼ 2810.7 ms; b ¼ 2154.4, z ¼ 7.38, p < 0.0001). Also,
between the age groups, accuracy and scaled RTs were similar (both
z’s < 0.71, p’s > 0.48), but for RT, the OAs (M ¼ 1779.1 ms, SD ¼
609.6 ms) compared to YAs (M ¼ 1487.8 ms, SD ¼ 403.3 ms) had
higher RTs (b ¼ 291.3, z ¼ 2.42, p < 0.05). The age group by task
interaction was only significant for accuracy (b ¼ 0.11, z ¼ 3.01, p <

0.01), in which the IM-SM task accuracy difference was greater
within the YAs (IM-SM high confidence accuracy: M ¼ 0.20, SD ¼
0.13; t [14] ¼ 5.94, p < 0.0001) than OAs (IM-SM high confidence
accuracy: M ¼ 0.09, SD ¼ 0.11; t [39] ¼ 5.14, p < 0.0001).

https://www.python.org/


Table 1
Task performance

Task Younger adults
M (SD)

Older adults
M (SD)

95% CI lower limit,
upper limit

Item memory
Scaled RT (ms) 1809.2 (780.2) 2179.1 (1077.3) 162.4, 577.3a

RT (ms) 1186.6 (142.8) 1368.7 (331.6) 169.3, 194.9b

Accuracy 0.72 (0.17) 0.70 (0.17) �0.024, �0.015b

Source memory
Scaled RT (ms) 4277.0 (2813.0) 4215.9 (2845.6) �359.5, 237.3
RT (ms) 1789.0 (349.5) 2189.4 (545.4) 293.4, 507.4b

Accuracy 0.52 (0.19) 0.61 (0.16) 0.022, 0.154c

All values represent performance for high confidence hits. Accuracy reflects the
proportion of high confidence hit responses. The 95% CIs indicate age group dif-
ferences.
Key: CI, confidence interval; M, mean; SD, standard deviation; RT, reaction time;
scaled RT, RT/accuracy.

a p < 0.001.
b p < 0.0001.
c p < 0.01.
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3.2. IM and SM network modularity analysis

Before testing our first prediction about IM versus SM in MTL
module connectivity, we had to confirm the premise that both the
IM and SM networks (1) exhibited a modular architecture and (2)
contained a module that included most MTL nodes. Supporting the
first premise, the modularity algorithm revealed that the IM
network (Fig. 1A; Supplementary Table 1) contained 4 modules and
the SM network (Fig. 1B; Supplementary Table 2) contained 5
modules. To quantitatively determine that each of these networks
exhibited a modular architecture, the modularity algorithm was
repeated 1000 times on nonrandomized versus randomized net-
works [constructed via a rewiring algorithm that preserves
network density (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010)]. Both the non-
randomized IM (p < 0.0001, permutation test) and SM (p < 0.0001,
permutation test) networks, compared to the density-matched
randomized networks, had significantly higher Q-values, indi-
cating that the IM and SM networks exhibited a modular
Fig. 1. Modular architecture of the IM and SM networks. Panel A shows the modules
identified in the IM network, and Panel B shows the modules identified in the SM
network. Both networks contained an MTLþ module including all 6 MTL nodes (large
red spheres) and other nodes predominantly in lateral temporal regions (red spheres).
Spheres in other colors represent nodes in different modules. Functional connections
between nodes are represented with green lines. Abbreviations: IM, itemmemory; SM,
source memory; MTL, medial temporal lobe. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
architecture. Also, the IM network (Q range: 0.2732e0.3041) had
lower Q-values than the SM network (Q range: 0.2952e0.3532;
p < 0.0001, permutation test).

Supporting our second premise, that the IM and SM networks
contained a module that included most MTL nodes, both the IM
and SM networks contained a single module that included all 6
MTL nodes (bilateral HC, anterior parahippocampal gyri, and
posterior parahippocampal gyri). Nonetheless, these modules
also included some nonMTL nodes, predominately consisting of
surrounding temporal lobe regions, and we, therefore, call them
MTLþ modules. In addition to the MTLþ module, the IM network
contained 3 other modules, which approximately corresponded
to left frontoparietal, right frontoparietal, and visual modules.
The SM network contained 4 other modules, which approxi-
mately corresponded to lateral frontoparietal, medial fronto-
parietal, anterior fusiform/inferior temporal gyrus, and visual
modules.

Having shown that both the IM and SM networks are
modular and contain an MTLþ module, we sought to corroborate
our first prediction: MTL module-inside functional connections
would be similar for the IM and SM networks (shared network
components), whereas MTL module-outside functional connections,
particularly between the HC and LatPFC/PPC, would be stronger for
SM than IM (distinct network components). Consistent with our
prediction, we found, statistically controlling for age group, sta-
tistically significant connection location (within vs. between MTL
[see below in current section]) by memory type (IM, SM) in-
teractions (all z’s > 2.96, p’s < 0.01; all measures were z-trans-
formed). We further examined these interactions below; it
should be noted that for any analysis describing participation
coefficient results in a set of nodes (e.g., the 6 MTL nodes),
participation coefficients were averaged across the nodes
describing the region. Corroborating the first part of the pre-
diction, between the IM and SM networks, the number of MTL-
inside connections among the 6 MTL nodes was similar (Fig. 2A;
t [54] ¼ �1.71, p ¼ 0.093). This result is consistent with our
assumption that for IM and SM, functional connectivity within
the MTL is similar (i.e., shared network components).

To examine if the SM compared to IM network had a greater
number of MTL module-outside connections, we calculated the
relative number of MTLþ-outside to -inside connections (i.e.,
participation coefficients). As illustrated in Fig. 2B, compared to the
IM network, within the SM network, nodes in the MTLþ module
had higher participation coefficients (p < 0.001, permutation test).
Moreover, this pattern persisted when focusing only on the 6 MTL
nodes (Fig. 2C; p < 0.01, permutation test) and, intriguingly, was
strongest when focusing only on the HC nodes (Fig. 2D; p < 0.0001,
permutation test). Thus, within the SM network, MTL nodes con-
tained more widespread functional connections to other brain
regions that belonged to other modules in the network (i.e., distinct
network components).

To further investigate MTL-outside connections, we focused on
HC connections with LatPFC and PPC. Consistent with our predic-
tion, the SM compared to IM network contained more HC-LatPFC
(Fig. 3A; t [54] ¼ 2.38, p < 0.05) and LatPFC-PPC connections
(Fig. 3B; t [54] ¼ 2.09, p < 0.05); the SM and IM networks, however,
contained a similar number of HC-PPC connections (t [54] ¼ 0.00,
p ¼ 0.99). These results further support the existence of an SM
distinct network component.

3.3. Relation between functional properties of MTLþ modules and
scaled RT

Our second prediction was that after controlling for age, within
the SM network, a greater proportion of MTL-outside than MTL-inside



Fig. 2. Functional connections of the MTLþ module and HC in the IM and SM net-
works. Panel A shows that the number of functional connections among the 6 MTL
nodes between the IM and SM networks was similar. Panels B, C, and D show that the
relative number of outside versus inside functional connections (i.e., participation
coefficients) for the whole MTLþ module, 6 MTL nodes, and HC, respectively, were
greater in the SM than IM network. **** ¼ p < 0.0001; *** ¼ p < 0.001; ** ¼ p < 0.01;
Abbreviations: n.s., nonsignificant; error bars, standard error of the mean; IM, item
memory; SM, source memory; MTL, medial temporal lobe; HC, hippocampus.

Fig. 3. Functional connections between HC, LatPFC, and PPC nodes in the IM and SM
networks. Panel A shows that the average sum connection strength between the HC
and LatPFC was greater in the SM than IM network. Likewise, Panel B shows that the
average sum connection strength between the LatPFC and PPC was greater in the SM
than IM network. Red spheres represent the center of mass of the nodes and green
lines represent the functional connections between nodes. * ¼ p < 0.05; error bars,
standard error of the mean. Abbreviations: HC, hippocampus; IM, item memory; SM,
source memory; MTL, medial temporal lobe; LatPFC, lateral prefrontal cortex; PPC,
posterior parietal cortex. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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connections (i.e., greater participation coefficients) would be associ-
ated with greater SM task performance. To test this prediction, we
correlated SM and IM MTLþ participation coefficients with SM and
IM scaled RTs (lower scaled RTs are indicative of greater efficiency),
respectively; as described previously, we chose scaled RTs as the
behavioral outcome measure to account for speed-accuracy trade-
offs (Boldini et al., 2007; Dosher, 1976; Horowitz and Wolfe, 2003;
Madden et al., 2017; Smith and Brewer, 1995; Starns and Ratcliff,
2010; Townsend and Ashby, 1983). To reduce the possible influ-
ence of age, our analyses statistically controlled for age group.
Supporting our second prediction, we found that scaled RT
was significantly predicted by the memory type (IM, SM) by
MTLþ participation coefficient interaction (b ¼ �11,352.7,
z ¼ �2.98, p < 0.01), in which individuals with higher MTLþ
participation coefficients had greater SM efficiency (b ¼ �11,305.2,
z ¼ �14.5, p < 0.0001); this result was still statistically significant
after controlling for potential outliers (via log-transforming
participation coefficient and scaled RTs; b ¼ �0.8, z ¼ �2.79,
p < 0.01; Fig. 4A). To examine the strength of this relation, we
calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between the log-
transformed SM scaled RT and MTLþ participation coefficient
(residualized for age group), which was�0.26. In contrast, in the IM
network, this relation was weaker (b ¼ �752.5, z ¼ �2.91, p < 0.01)
and not statistically significant after controlling for potential out-
liers (via log-transforming participation coefficient and scaled RTs;
b ¼ 0.03, z ¼ 0.25, p ¼ 0.25; Fig. 4B).
3.4. Age-related differences in the IM and SM networks

Our third prediction was that the OAs (compared to YAs), in the
SM network, would show more MTL module-outside than MTL
module-inside connections (i.e., greater participation coefficients). To
test this prediction, we used age groupespecific modules (see
Section 2.4.3). We found that the IM and SM networks in both the
YAs and OAs contained an MTLþ module consisting of all 6 MTL
nodes and predominately surrounding temporal regions



Fig. 4. Relation between outside versus inside connections and scaled RT in the SM and IM networks. Panel A shows that, controlling for age group, individuals with a greater
proportion of outside than inside connections (i.e., higher participation coefficients) in the MTLþ module had lower SM-scaled RTs (greater efficiency). Panel B shows that this
relation did not exist for the IM task. Both scaled RTs and participation coefficients are shown log-transformed and participation coefficients are partialled for age group. Ab-
breviations: RT, reaction time; IM, item memory; SM, source memory; MTL, medial temporal lobe.

Fig. 5. Age-related differences in MTL-outside versus -inside connectivity in the SM
and IM networks. Panel A shows that compared to the YAs, the OAs showed a greater
proportion of MTL outside- versus inside-module connections (i.e., higher participa-
tion coefficients) in the SM network. Panel B shows that this was not true in the IM
network. ** ¼ p < 0.01; error bars, standard error of the mean. Abbreviations: IM, item
memory; SM, source memory; MTL, medial temporal lobe; OAs, older adults; YAs,
younger adults.
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(Supplementary Fig. 1). For each memory type (IM and SM) and age
group (YA and OA) network, we estimated participation coefficients
for the 6 MTL nodes. Supporting our prediction, we found a
memory type by age group interaction (b ¼ 0.091, z ¼ 2.66, p <

0.01), in which, during SM, MTL participation coefficients were
higher within the OAs than YAs (p< 0.01, permutation test; Fig. 5A),
but, during IM, MTL participation coefficients were similar between
the OAs and YAs (p ¼ 0.26, permutation test; Fig. 5B). To determine
the specificity of these findings, we compared, between the YAs and
OAs, Q-values from the SM networks. We found that Q-values from
the YAs (M ¼ 0.34, standard error ¼ 0.02) and OAs (M ¼ 0.33,
standard error ¼ 0.01) were similar (p ¼ 0.25, permutation test),
suggesting that the more integrated network architecture for the
OAs was specific to the MTLþ module.

4. Discussion

The overarching goal of the present study was to investigate
shared and distinct network components underlying IM and SM
retrieval within cognitively normal YAs and OAs. This study yielded
3 main findings. First, irrespective of age, MTL nodes were similarly
interconnected among each other during both IM and SM (shared
network components), whereas MTL nodes maintained more
intermodule functional connections, especially with LatPFC/PPC
nodes, during SM (distinct network components). Second, only
within the SM network were MTLþ nodes with more widespread
functional connections associated with better task performance.
Third, in the SM network, OAs relative to YAs had MTL nodes with
more widespread functional connections. These findings are dis-
cussed in greater detail in the following.

4.1. Modular architecture differences between the IM and SM
networks

Our first question sought to examine within the IM and SM
networks shared and distinct MTL functional connectivity patterns.
Although univariate activation analyses have identified shared and
distinct activation patterns (e.g., Giovanello and Schacter, 2012;
Hayes et al., 2011; Spaniol et al., 2009; Vilberg and Rugg, 2007),
this is the first study, to our knowledge, to characterize IM and SM
components within a whole-brain network framework. We pre-
dicted that MTL module-inside connections would be similar
within the IM and SM networks, whereas MTL module-outside
connections (i.e., inter-MTL module connections), particularly
between the HC and LatPFC/PPC, would be greater within the SM
than IM network. As a first piece of evidence for the first part of our
first prediction (MTL-inside connections would be similar within the
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IM and SM networks), the modularity analysis revealed that both the
IM and SM networks contained a single module that included all 6
MTL nodes (Fig. 1), which suggests the existence of a shared
network component. We quantified the existence of this shared
network component by examining IM versus SM within-MTL con-
nections. Indeed, the IM versus SM networks contained a similar
number of within-MTL connections (Fig. 2A), providing further
support for the existence of a shared network component. As
reviewed previously, several studies have demonstrated similar
MTL activation during both IM and SM (e.g., Davachi et al., 2003;
Hayes et al., 2011; Staresina and Davachi, 2008, 2009). Also, pa-
tients with MTL damage tend to be impaired in both IM and SM
(e.g., Cipolotti and Bird, 2006; Holdstock et al., 2002; Huppert and
Piercy, 1978; Nunn et al., 1999), further suggesting that the MTL is
critical for both forms of memory. However, univariate activation
and lesion evidence cannot ascertain the interactions among MTL
subregions. Our results show that MTL regions are similarly inter-
connected among each other during both IM and SM, which further
demonstrates the importance of examining functional connectivity
to fully characterize the neural underpinnings of IM and SM.
Modern memory theories state that the location of memory traces
within neocortical regions are stored in the MTL (Alvarez and
Squire, 1994; Buckner and Wheeler, 2001; Norman and O’Reilly,
2003). Although IM and SM traces are likely stored in different
neocortical regions, according to these theories, both IM and SM
would still use the MTL. Perhaps, our result of a shared network
component reflects similar MTL interactions in service of retrieving
the memory traces.

Regarding the second part of our first prediction (MTL module-
outside connections would be greater within the SM than IM
network), we found that the MTLþ module contained more outside
than inside functional connections (i.e., higher participation co-
efficients) in the SM network (Fig. 2B); we also found this same
pattern specifically with the 6 MTL nodes (Fig. 2C) and HC (Fig. 2D).
Previous work has demonstrated that the HC becomes more inte-
grated with the entire functional brain network to support the
retrieval of vivid relative to dim memories of visual scenes (Geib
et al., 2017b). Our finding of greater MTL integration in the SM
relative to IM network may reflect SMs being more contextually
rich. Supporting this interpretation, the strongest SM versus IM
participation coefficient effect was within the HC (Fig. 2D).

Even further supporting the existence of an SM distinct network
component, we found that the SM compared to IM network con-
tained more HC-LatPFC and LatPFC-PPC functional connections
(Fig. 3). Previous functional neuroimaging studies have shown that
SM activates LatPFC and PPC regions (e.g., Cabeza et al., 2008;
Dobbins et al., 2003; Giovanello and Schacter, 2012; Hayes et al.,
2011; Kim, 2013; Spaniol et al., 2009; Vilberg and Rugg, 2007;
Wheeler and Buckner, 2004), and lesion studies have shown that
lesions in these regions impair SM (e.g., Ben-Zvi et al., 2015; Butters
et al., 1994; Cabeza et al., 2008; Duarte et al., 2005; Janowsky et al.,
1989; Simons et al., 2010). Also, preliminary evidence indicates that
during SM, MTL regions are functionally connected to LatPFC and
PPC (e.g., Foster et al., 2016; McCormick et al., 2010), but this
literature is limited in that these studies have not directly compared
SM to IM functional connectivity patterns. Our results expand this
literature by demonstrating that the LatPFC interacts with the MTL
more strongly during SM than during IM. Surprisingly, however, the
SM and IM networks contained a similar number of PPC-HC con-
nections. Although it cannot be definitively determined from these
analyses, the PPC may be indirectly functionally connected with the
HC via the LatPFC, as the SM network contained more HC-LatPFC
and LatPFC-PPC functional connections. Overall, these findings are
similar to previous network studies investigating LatPFC and PPC
connectivity during SM retrieval (King et al., 2015; Schedlbauer
et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2010; Watrous et al., 2013), but go
beyond these studies by directly comparing connectivity between
these regions and theMTL during SM and IM. Although our findings
do not speak to the nature of the cognitive operations mediated by
frontoparietal-MTL interactions during SM, the literature suggests
they are likely to be executive function processes contributing to
memory search and monitoring (Bunge et al., 2004; Cabeza et al.,
2008; Dobbins et al., 2002).

In sum, our results indicate that the main difference between
the SM and IM networks is not interactions among MTL regions
(MTL-inside connections), but rather in the interactions between
the MTL and inter-MTLþ module regions, especially frontoparietal
regions (MTL-outside connections). It is only in the examination of
functional interactions that process-specific alliances (PSAs; the
interactions between component processes) may be investigated
(Cabeza and Moscovitch, 2013; Moscovitch et al., 2016), which
describe a set of regions communicating with each other in service
of a cognitive process. PSAs are typically viewed as component
interactions between 2 or 3 regions. Here, we investigated whole-
brain functional networks, which allowed for the examination of
multiple PSAs during IM and SM. Our results suggest that both IM
and SM share a similar set of PSAs (reflected here as similar in-
teractions within the MTL) and that SM uses additional PSAs (re-
flected here in inter-MTL connections). However, it should be noted
that because our analyses focused on modules containing MTL
nodes, similar or different PSAs during IM and SMmay be underlain
by brain regions not examined here. Future studies may attempt to
identify other potential PSAs underlying IM and SM and the
cognitive operations underlying these PSAs.

4.2. Relation between functional network properties and task
performance

If SM and IM involve similar MTL-inside connections but SM
involves greater MTL-outside connections, a natural question to ask
is whether the emphasis on MTL-outside connections is important
for SM performance. To investigate this question, we linked the
relative number of MTL module-outside versus -inside connections
to SM performance. Specifically, we tested the prediction that after
controlling for age group, within the SM network, a greater pro-
portion of MTL module-outside than MTL-inside connections (i.e.,
greater participation coefficients) would be associated with better
SM performance. Consistent with this prediction, we found that
in the SM network (Fig. 4A), but not in the IM network (Fig. 4B),
there was a significant correlation between MTLþ participation
coefficients and scaled RT, in which individuals with more
MTLþ-outside connections exhibited greater SM efficiency; how-
ever, it should be noted that the strength of the correlation was
relatively weak.

These findings further indicate the importance of widely inter-
connected MTLþ nodes in service of SM and are consistent with
past studies indicating that a more integrated functional network is
associated with better performance on complex cognitive tasks
(e.g., Barbey, 2018; Geib et al., 2017a,b; Grady et al., 2016; Meunier
et al., 2014; Monge et al., 2017; Stanley et al., 2015). During IM, it
does not appear that globally interconnected MTLþ nodes are
important for task performance. Thus, our second finding extends
the first finding by showing that the emphasis of SM on global
interconnections is important for successful SM performance.

4.3. Age-related differences in the IM and SM networks

Finally, our last prediction examined age-related differences in
the functional network properties underlying IM and SM retrieval.
Because OAs show a greater deficit in SM than IM (for a review, see
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Spencer and Raz, 1995), we predicted that these changes would be
mostly present during SM. Consistent with our prediction, we
found during SM that the MTL was more integrated within the OAs
than YAs (Fig. 5A); this pattern was not present during IM (Fig. 5B).
Many past studies have demonstrated that, compared to YAs, OAs
exhibit more widespread activation patterns in service of episodic
memory (for a review, see Cabeza and Dennis, 2013). This phe-
nomenon has been attributed either to compensation (e.g., Cabeza,
2002; Cabeza et al., 1997; Reuter-Lorenz and Stanczak, 2000) or
dedifferentiation (e.g., Li and Lindenberger, 1999). Here, we found
evidence more strongly supporting the compensation hypothesis.
First, we found during SM that theMTL nodes weremore integrated
within the OAs than YAs. Second, we found that better SM perfor-
mance was associated with a more integrated MTLþ module; evi-
dence for dedifferentiation would have shown that worse SM
performance was associated with a more integrated MTLþmodule.
Finally, we found that Q-values between the YAs and OAs did not
differ, suggesting that the more integrated network architecture for
OAs was specific to the task-relevant MTLþ module.

Although compensation during episodic memory has been
demonstrated in several univariate activation studies (for a review,
see Cabeza and Dennis, 2013), this is the first study, to our knowl-
edge, to demonstrate episodic memoryerelated compensation
within the context of functional networks. Similar to our results,
several other studies have demonstrated within other cognitive
domains that aging is associated with a more integrated modular
architecture in service of cognition (Chan et al., 2017; Gallen et al.,
2016; Grady et al., 2016; Monge et al., 2017). Previous memory
studies have demonstrated age-related increases in the interactions
between sets of regions (i.e., bivariate functional connectivity;
Dennis et al., 2008), but here we demonstrate that age-related in-
creases in functional connectivity also occur at a more global scale.
Our results and the findings of previous studies further motivate
the importance of examining task-based functional networks to
provide a novel framework characterizing mechanisms underlying
cognitive aging.

4.4. Methodological considerations

Within the present study, we made several methodological
choices that should be discussed. First, here, we had separate IM
and SM tasks, which differs from some other studies assessing IM
and SM in which participants’memory for the itemwas tested, and
for stimuli indicated as old, the source test immediately followed
(e.g., Cansino et al., 2002, 2015). We believe that there are advan-
tages and disadvantages to both approaches. First, a disadvantage of
the latter approach is that it entails a more complex decision pro-
cess (e.g., switching across dimensions, setting of different decision
criteria, etc.), which may introduce confounds. Second, the method
used in the present study may be more sensitive to retrieval
orientation, and retrieval orientation is an important component of
retrieval that should be taken into consideration when examining
the neural correlates of IM and SM. The advantages and disadvan-
tages of both approaches should be considered during study design.

Another methodological consideration worth noting is the
choice of atlas for defining nodes and the threshold implemented
for the connectivity matrices. Different atlases and thresholds likely
affect topological properties of brain networks, but there are no
definitive standards in the field for the best atlas or best thresh-
olding procedure (Stanley et al., 2013; Telesford et al., 2010, 2013).
In fact, some have argued that the atlas and thresholding procedure
implemented for any given study should be dependent on the
research question (Stanley et al., 2013). Regarding the choice of
atlas, we chose the Harvard-Oxford Atlas (Desikan et al., 2006) to
better differentiate and investigate subregions of the MTL (6 MTL
nodes), compared to the also commonly used automated anatom-
ical labeling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), which only con-
tains 4MTL nodes. Regarding the choice of threshold, in the present
study, the matrices were thresholded using a procedure that
controlled for edge density (density¼ 0.20; Hayasaka and Laurienti,
2010). We specifically chose this threshold and procedure for
several reasons. First, prior research has indicated that when edge
density is equal to or between 0.20 and 0.30, topological properties
of brain networks are more likely to be reproducible (Telesford
et al., 2013). Second, in our study, a density of 0.20 prevented the
matrices from becoming severely fractured, and it is difficult to
interpret and compare topological properties between networks
that are fractured and networks that are not. Third, this thresh-
olding procedure provided us with away to control for edge density
between networks, meaning that direct comparisons between IM
and SM networks provide results that are more clearly and easily
interpretable. Of course, comparing our results with other task-
related network analyses should be done with caution, if different
atlases and thresholding procedures were implemented.

5. Conclusions

In sum, this is, to our knowledge, the first study to examine in
YAs and OAs the functional network topology underlying both IM
and SM retrieval. We demonstrated that, irrespective of age, MTL
nodes were similarly interconnected among each other during both
IM and SM (shared network components), but MTL module nodes
maintained more intermodular-functional connections, especially
with LatPFC/PPC nodes, during SM (distinct network components).
Also, we showed that only within the SM network were MTLþ
nodes with more widespread functional connections associated
with better task performance. Finally, we demonstrated that,
compared to YAs, OAs had MTL nodes with more widespread
functional connections in service of SM retrieval. Overall, our re-
sults provide a novel viewpoint on neural mechanism differences of
processes supporting IM compared to SM in YAs and OAs by
describing these mechanisms within the context of whole-brain
functional networks.
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